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Scholars and policy makers have long debated the causes of the
spectacular economic success achieved by the East Asian newly industrialising
countries (Nics) as well as the lessons that other developing countries can learn
from this developmentexperience. Latin America started to industrialise many
decades before the East Asian NICs and yet was quicklyovertakenby them in the
last few decades. This article explores the agrarian roots that may explain the
differentdevelopmenttrajectoryand performanceof the East Asian NICs, particularly South Korea and Taiwan,and Latin America. The analysis focuses mainly
on three interconnectedfactors in seeking to understandwhy the East Asian NICs
outperformedLatinAmerica: 1) state capacity and policy performanceor 'statecraft'; 2) character of agrarian reformand its impact on equity and growth; 3)
interactionsbetweenagricultureand industryin developmentstrategies.
ABSTRACT

The impressive economic success achieved by the East Asian newly industrialising countries (NIcs)-Taiwan, South Korea, Singaporeand Hong-Kong-since
the 1960s has led scholars and policy makers to look more closely at this
development experience to discover if any useful lessons could be learned by
other developing countries, and by Latin America in particular(Evans, 1987;
Naya et al, 1989). While some authors have argued that there are no or few
lessons to be learned, as this success story cannot be generalised (Cline, 1982),
others, in particularthe WorldBank and neoliberaleconomists, have arguedthat
the main lesson to be learnedfrom the East Asian NICS iS that free markets,free
trade and an export-orientateddevelopment strategy are the key to economic
success (Krueger,1985; Balassa, 1988; Harberger,1988). Thus countries which
had pursuedprotectionismand import substitutionindustrialisation(isi) policies
came in for heavy criticisms by the World Bank and advocates of neoliberal
economic policies (Krueger,1978; Balassa, 1982; Lal, 1983; Corbo et al, 1985).
This has generated many debates and the neoliberal interpretationof the NICS'
economic success has been challenged and shown to be flawed (Toye, 1987;
Luedde-Neurath, 1988; Bielefeld, 1988; Gereffi, 1989; Wade, 1990; Amsden,
1994).
It is now generally accepted that the success of the NICSwas largely a result of
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the crucial role played by the state, which also at times involved selective
protectionistpolicies (Wade, 1988; Gore, 1996). Even the WorldBank (1993) has
come to admit, albeit reluctantly,that the state was heavily involved in the NICS'
developmentprocess. Nevertheless,it still arguesagainsta developmentaliststate
and for a minimalist role of the state in economic affairs. Many developing
countries influenced by the experience of the NICS have attempted to emulate
their dramatic industrial export performance with varying degrees of success.
While more balanced commentatorsare aware that the inward directeddevelopment process of those countries which had followed ISI policies in the postwar
period was not the disasterstory it had been made out to be, and, on the contrary,
was in some instances even more successful than the record of some countries
which had followed neoliberal policies, they are now more aware of the
limitationsof isi and of the developmentopportunitieswhich a greaterintegration
into world markets can offer. This can be exemplified by the evolution of
structuralist development thinkers and institutions like the United Nations
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean(ECLAC)who have
shifted to a neostructuralistposition by acknowledging the merits of certain
neoliberal policies and recognising some of the advantages which greater
integrationinto world marketscan provide (Kay & Gwynne, 2000). In the past
few decades a second generationof NICs has emerged, particularlyin Asia, such
as Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and China, which were especially keen to
promote industrialexports. In Latin America countries which had already gone
throughan ISIprocess were now eager to move into industrialexports, especially
Mexico and Brazil.
Much of the focus among analystsinterestedto learnfrom the NIcs' experience
has been on industrialand trade policy and less so on agriculturalpolicy. (For
valuable exceptions, see Handelman, 1981; North, 1997; Cameron & North,
1998). Most studies refer to a particular country or region and few have a
comparativefocus across regions. In this articleI seek to explore the relationship
between the agricultural and industrial sectors, and especially agriculture's
contributionto industrialisation,by comparingsome Asian and Latin American
countries. Furthermore, to what extent are differences in agrarian structure,
landlord-peasant relations, and state policy significant factors in explaining
variations in the development performance between the two regions? In
particularI am interestedin examining the extent to which agrarianreformshave
made a difference to their economic and social development. For the Asian
region I have selected South Korea and Taiwan, as they have undertaken
extensive agrarian reforms and have been among the most economically
successful Asian countries.For Latin America I am drawingon the experienceof
a greater number of countries, distinguishing between those which had only
marginalland reforms and those which undertookradical land reforms. My aim
in this comparativeexercise is to achieve a greaterunderstandingof the reasons
why the Asian NICS succeeded in so dramaticallyoutperformingLatin America,
which was once at the forefrontof the developing world, and by implication to
draw some lessons for Latin Americafrom the East Asian NICS, while being fully
awareof the differenthistoricalcircumstances.
Many analysts consider the nature of the intersectoral relationship between
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agricultureand industryas of prime importancefor explaining differences in the
developmentperformancebetween countries(Mellor, 1973; Bhaduri& Skarstein,
1997). Although the debate on whether agricultural development is a prior
requisite for industrialisationor whetherboth can be concurrentprocesses is still
unresolved, few specialists question that the performance of the agricultural
sector will have a major bearing on a country's industrialisation.To achieve a
successful industrialisationa countrywill have to resolve the problemsassociated
with the generation,transferand use of an agriculturalsurplus (Mundle, 1985).
This is particularly important in the initial stages of industrial development.
There are various ways in which an agricultural surplus can be defined and
measuredwhich need not concern us unduly in a paper of this kind (for details,
see Morrison & Thorbecke, 1990; Winters et al, 1998). A common and simple
meaning of agriculturalsurplusrefers to the total value of agriculturalproduction
minus what the agriculturalsector retains for its own consumption and reproduction. It thus refers to that partof agriculturaloutputthat is not retainedby the
sector itself and which is transferredto other economic sectors througha variety
of means. This can be defined as the gross agriculturalsurplus. The net agricultural surplusis equal to the above less what the agriculturalsector purchases
from other sectors, such as industrialconsumer and investment goods as well as
services. Once an industrial sector has established itself it can generate the
necessary surplusfor investmentfrom within the sector and the need to extractan
agriculturalsurplus becomes less urgent. At later stages of economic development the flow is often in the opposite direction,ie an industrialsurplushelping to
finance agriculture.
There are also various ways in which an agriculturalsurpluscan be transferred
to other economic sectors, such as voluntarilyor compulsorily (Teranishi,1997)
and in a visible or 'on the table' and invisible or 'underthe table' manner(Gereffi,
1990; Winters et al, 1998: 72). These distinctionsbetween various mechanisms
for transferringan agriculturalsurplus are made not only to illustrate the great
variety of resource transferswhich exist but also because some mechanisms are
consideredto be more appropriateor more efficient in achieving certaindevelopmental goals compared with others. The analysis should not be confined to a
discussion of an agriculturalsurplus and the various transfer mechanisms but
should also be viewed within the more generaland dynamic context of a development process (Mellor, 1998). In this context analysts and policy makers should
focus on three major issues. First, how best to increase agriculturaloutput by
ensuringsufficientincentives for farmersto invest and innovate. Second, the most
suitable mechanisms with which to extract an agriculturalsurplus, ensuring that
not too much is extractedso as not to kill the goose which lays the golden egg.
Third, the best way to use this agriculturalsurplusfor industrialdevelopment so
as to ensurethatthe resourcesare not wasted in financingan inefficient industrialisation process. Thus the right balance has to be struck and appropriatelinkages
have to be developed between agricultureand industry so as to bring about a
virtuous cycle of economic growth and reinforce positive interactions between
agricultureand industry.A comparativeanalysis between the East Asian NICS and
Latin Americawithin this frameworkcan help us betterunderstandthe reasonsfor
the uneven economic performanceof the two regions.
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In what follows, I first explore to what extent South Korea's and Taiwan's
comprehensive agrarianreform and abolition of landlordism was a significant
factor in its subsequent successful industrialisation compared with Latin
America, where agrarian reforms were implemented, if at all, only after its
industrialisationwas well underway. I then discuss South Korea's and Taiwan's
agrariantransformation,as well as the various contributionswhich agriculture,in
particularthe peasantry,made to theirindustrialmiracle.Subsequently,I compare
South Korea's and Taiwan's development strategy and experience with that of
Latin America. The comparative analysis focuses on three key issues: state
capacity and policies, agrarianstructureand class relations, and the significance
of certainforms of intersectoralresourceflows in development.Finally,I attempt
to reach some generalconclusions.

LatinAmerica'sindustrialisationwithoutagrarianreform:contrastwith
East AsianNIcs
One important difference between the selected Asian countries and Latin
America concerns the timing of the agrarianreform.In South Korea and Taiwan,
agrarianreformcame before any significantindustrialisationhad taken place and
was a key ingredientin the subsequentsuccessful industrialisationprocess. Most
agrarianreforms in Latin America happened after industrialisationwas already
firmly establishedand were often seen as a way to revive the flagging industrialisation process following what has been termedthe 'exhaustionof the easy phase
of isI'. But land reform was not considereda prerequisitefor industrialisationin
Latin America, while in Taiwanand South Korea land reformwas a majorfactor
in getting their industrialisationstarted.I will argue in this article that a crucial
differencein explaining the superioreconomic performanceof Taiwanand South
Korea over Latin America is that a thoroughgoingagrarianreform took place in
these Asian countries before industrialisationand not the other way round as in
Latin America, with the exception of Mexico. Furthermore,Taiwan's and South
Korea's agrarianreform had a far greater redistributiveimpact than the Latin
American agrarianreforms, with the possible exception of Cuba. It is this rural
equity factor which was to have a majorpositive impact on Taiwan's and South
Korea's industrialisation and was the missing ingredient in Latin America's
industrialisation.
The above mentioned sequencing factor is rarely, if ever, mentioned in comparativeanalyses of the East Asian and Latin Americandevelopmentexperience.
It should be borne in mind, however, that the main reason for the agrarian
reforms in both regions were political rather than economic. While in South
Korea and Taiwan the landlord class was swept from power at the time of the
agrarianreformin Latin America,it managedto hold on to power duringthe first
stages of the industrialisationprocess, able to block or delay any sort of reformof
the land tenuresystem. Even when the landlordclass could no longer prevent an
agrarianreformit often managedto curtailits implementationor even reverse the
process with agrariancounter-reforms.In Brazil, even today, landlordshave been
able to forestall any significant agrarianreformprocess. This political issue will
be discussed below.
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In Taiwan and South Korea, as well as in Japan,which once ruled over these
countries, agriculturehas been an essential source of accumulationfor industry
and the state was effectively and ruthlessly central to the whole process. Taiwan
and South Korea differ from pre-1945 Japanas, in their case, the landlordclass
was practically absent, having had its lands expropriated by the time these
countries startedto industrialisein the 1950s. Instead, the landlords' place was
taken by a repressive but developmentalist state which imposed agricultural
modernisationfrom above and appropriatedthe peasants' economic surplusto set
up, finance and direct the industrialisationprocess. Thus in Taiwan and South
Korea agriculturalmodernisationwas achieved without the landlords,contraryto
Japan, where landlords played an important part in raising agricultural productivity, thereby increasing the potential agricultural surplus, and also in
facilitating the appropriationand transfer of this surplus from agriculture to
industryparticularlyduring the Meiji period. It was, of course, the peasants and
tenants who generated the bulk of this surplus. All this was achieved by the
developmentalist policies of the powerful and authoritarianMeiji state (Dore,
1959).
Meanwhile in Latin America, with the exception of Mexico, agrarianreform
came when ISI had largely outlived its purpose. Thus Latin American governments saw agrarian reform as a means of widening the internal market for
domestic industry, giving it a new lease of life thanks to the expected income
distributionaleffects in favour of peasantbeneficiaries. Governmentsalso hoped
that food outputwould rise, thereby avoiding increases in food prices and hence
pressure for higher wages from industrial workers. Increases in food output
would also help to keep agriculturalimportsin check and thus free scarce foreign
exchange earnings for essential imports required by domestic industry.
Furthermore,in Latin America, contraryto Taiwanand South Korea, land reform
was not seen as a mechanism to squeeze agriculture. On the contrary, it was
realised that, at least in its initial phase, land reformsmight possibly requiremore
resourcesfrom the rest of the economy, particularlythe state, than hitherto.Land
reform was also seen as a means of making agriculturemore attractiveto rural
labour thereby, the hope being that rural outmigrationmight decline. This was
a desired goal as Latin American industrialisationhad been unable to provide
sufficient employment; thus rural outmigrationcreated an unwanted burden for
the urbansector and the state. Meanwhile in the Asian countriesthe ruralsector's
provision of an abundantand cheap labour force was welcomed by the rapidly
expandingindustrialsector.
By comparison with South Korea and Taiwan agrarian reform in Latin
America came too late and was generally too limited. Too late in the sense that
Latin America's agrarianreform came after industrialisationhad already made
significant progress and a certain industrial structure had become firmly
establishedover half a centuryor longer. But this does not necessarily mean that
Latin America's agriculturalsector did not make an importantcontributionto its
industrialisation. My argument is that an earlier, and above all, more drastic
agrarianreform in Latin America would have given a timely and far greater
impetus to Latin America's industrialisation,as well as creating a different type
of industrial structure which would also be geared towards satisfying the
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demandsfor industrialproductsof the lower income groups. A more egalitarian
income distributionwould have resultedin a more appropriateindustrialstructure
that would be more labour-intensiveand less demandingof foreign exchange. It
might thus have made the industrialisation process more sustainable by, for
example, avoiding the 'exhaustion' or crisis experienced by isi because of the
smallness of the domestic market and the foreign exchange constraint (Thorp,
1998).
When the land frontier began to reach its limit in Latin America (in some
countries alreadyin the 1930s) the easy phase of agriculturalexpansion came to
an end and competition between the economic sectors for capital became more
intense. Continuingagriculturalgrowthincreasinglyrequiredcapitalinvestments,
new technologies and changing production patterns to more profitable agriculturalproducts.In the postwarperiodLatinAmericanagriculturefailed to meet
the demands of industrialisation, becoming an obstacle to further economic
development. Agriculture's share in the value of total Latin American exports
declined from well over half in the 1950s to one-fifth in the 1990s, while the
share of agriculturalimportswithin total imports increased (IDB, 2000). In some
Latin American countries a previous positive agriculturaltrade balance even
turned negative, ie agricultural imports began to exceed agricultural exports
(ECLAC,1999).

The increasing failings of agriculturepromptedgovernments into action and
from the 1950s onwardsthey put in place a series of measures to encourage the
modernisationof the estates and commercialfarms. Among such measures were
subsidised credits for the purchaseof agriculturalmachineryand equipment,for
improving the quality of livestock, for acquiring fertilisers and improved seed
varieties, and the delivery of technical assistance programmes. Consequently
large commercial farmersbegan to shift to higher value added crops which were
in increasing demand by urban consumers and to capitalise their enterprises
through land improvements (for example drainage and irrigation), upgrading
infrastructure,mechanisation, etc. Thus a shift towards the intensification of
Latin Americanagriculturestartedto take place (Figueroa, 1993) but agricultural
production was still unable to keep pace with the increasing requirements of
industry for cheap food and foreign exchange. Furthermore,demands for land
reform became increasingly vociferous during the 1950s and 1960s, when the
failings of the agriculturalsector became more evident. Governmenttechnocrats
were willing to contemplatemild land reforms on the increasing evidence from
scholars and international agencies that showed the inefficiencies of the
prevailing agrariansystem, which in its basic structurehad remained the same
since the colonial period (Chonchol, 1994).
Industrialisation and urbanisation also changed the political landscape as
the emerging industrial proletariat supported anti-establishment parties. The
peasantryalso grew increasingly restless, as it was no longer willing to accept
either its poverty or the dominationof landlords.Peasant discontent and protest
was becoming more widespread and intense. Political parties of the centre and
the left became more willing to channel the demands of peasants and therefore
included the agrarianreform issue in their political programmes. While rural
unionisation, better wages and working conditions had already been part and
1078
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parcel of some of these programmes,the land reform issue added a qualitatively
new element as it potentiallychallenged the economic and political hegemony of
the landlord class. In short, both economic and social pressures put the land
reformissue onto the political agenda (Thiesenhusen,1989).
Indeed, agrarianreforms were implementedin most Latin American countries,
largely from the 1960s to the 1980s. However, they were often restrictedin scope
and thwartedin their aims by opposition forces or by government mismanagement (Thiesenhusen,1995). In some cases landlordseven managedto reverse the
peasants' gains via counter-reforms.Thus today inequality, poverty and social
exclusion are still prevalentthroughoutmost of ruralLatin America(Kay,1999).
Agrarian transformation, industrialisation and development in Asia
In this section I will examine the characteristicsof South Korea's and Taiwan's
agrariantransformationand, in particular,the contributionwhich agricultureand
the agrarianreforms made to their remarkableindustrialisationprocess. I will
then, in the next section, undertakea comparativestudy between the Asian cases
and Latin America.
Agrarian reformand developmentin SouthKorea
Korea was a Japanese colony from 1910 to 1945 and South Korea gained its
independencein 1948. It was largely a ruralcountry with over four-fifths of the
population being rural in the mid-1940s. Landed property was concentratedas
about half of the farmland was owned by less than 5% of farm households.
However, most of the land was actually farmed by tenants and some hired
labourers.Tenantswere mainly sharecroppersliving at subsistence levels. At the
end of the Second WorldWarin 1945, the landlord-tenantsystem predominated
(Morrow& Sherper,1970). The South Koreanland reformwas a typical land-tothe-tiller programmeas all tenants were entitled to ownership of the land they
farmed. As expected, farm ownership greatly increased after the land reform,
constituting almost 70% of farm households, while tenancy declined to 7% in
1965, although it increased thereafterto the extent that by 1986 30.5% of the
country's total farmland was under tenancy. This is a much higher percentage
thanJapan's7% and Taiwan's5% (Boyer & Man Ahn, 1991).
Various factors worked in favour of the implementation of a sweeping land
reform. Above all there was the overriding need to neutralise communist
influence and reduce class conflicts so as to stabilise the newly established
republicpolitically, given the conflict with North Korea and the internalturmoil.
The war with North Korea eliminated any possible landlord opposition to the
land reform and strengthenedthe claim of tenants to land ownership. For geopolitical reasons the country received major international support, especially
from the USA, politically as well as economically. The US administrationwas
stronglyin favour of the land reformprogramme.The implementationof agrarian
reformwas facilitatedby the existence of a relatively competentbureaucracyand
of adequate records on land ownership and tenure relations. There were many
obstacles to overcome, such as the country'slimited land base, resultingin many
1079
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farms being below an optimal size. But, despite some difficulties, the agrarian
reform was a major success. With the reduction in class differences and the
transferof ownershiprights to tenants,class conflicts were substantiallyreduced
and political stability was achieved in the countryside.The ruralsector released
a steady supply of labour to the urban sector that made possible the rapid
expansion of the labour-intensive industrialisationand underpinnedits export
success. By the late 1960s the urbanpopulationwas alreadyhalf of the country's
total population and the ruralpopulation was even declining in absolute terms,
alleviating the pressure on land. Last, but not least, the agricultural sector
released a majoreconomic surplusin the form of an abundantand cheap supply
of food and raw materials to the urban sector. Until the early 1960s the state
extracteda surplusfrom peasantfarmersby fixing procurementprices of certain
staple foods below the cost of production, and thereafterthey continued to be
fixed below marketprices but allowed for a meagre profit (Lee, 1979). Although
foreign aid reduced the need to squeeze the peasantry, it did not prevent the
squeeze, but amelioratedit. For example, PL 480 food aid turned the terms of
tradeagainst agriculturefrom 1963 to 1971.
Evidence indicates that the transformationof tenants into owners created a
major incentive for the increase in efficiency and production, mainly of rice,
achieved by the peasantry (Jeon & Kim, 2000). The standard of living only
gradually improved for the peasantry despite their sustained increases in productivity, thereby explaining the massive exodus of the rural population to the
cities in search for better conditions. Much of this increased efficiency was
creamedoff by the state to finance the industrialisationprocess. The state played
an active role in promotingthis higher efficiency but this was done in an authoritarianmannerand without much economic supportfrom the state. Because of the
disappearanceof the landlordsthe state filled the political vacuum and directly
controlled the mass of the peasantry.This was achieved by dispatching a large
number of government officials into the countryside, by appointing village
leaders, through political indoctrination and direct mobilisation of the rural
population.The state also made peasants dependentby establishing a monopoly
over key agriculturalinputs such as fertilisers, credit and irrigation. Peasants
were often forced to accept government directive and had to negotiate on an
unequalbasis with local governmentofficials on the supply of inputs and sale of
their output.Much coercion was appliedto thrusthigh-yielding-varietyseeds and
technological packages on an often reluctantfarmingpopulation.Throughthese
methods the dirigiste and authoritarianstate forced the pace of agricultural
modernisationto the extent that South Korean farmers achieved exceptionally
high yields at a very low financialcost to the state (Wade, 1983).
Governmentauthoritieshad hoped that landlordswould provide a majorsource
of finance for industrialisationbut because of the limited compensationpayments
this was only partially achieved. Most of the funding for industrialisationcame
from the economic surplus extracted by the state from the peasantry.Another
important source was foreign aid and later foreign investment. Food aid in
particularplayed an importantrole duringthe 1960s, when the countryimported
large quantitiesof cheap or free food from the USA. The state played a pivotal
role in supplying foreign exchange and investment resources to industry at a
1080
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highly subsidised rate. The state could accomplish this as it owned many banks,
intervened heavily in financial markets and controlled the foreign exchange
allocations, besides fixing the interest and foreign exchange rates. For example,
the amountof subsidy received by industryin the allocation of foreign exchange
amountedto about 10%-14% of annual gross national product (GNP) during the
1950s and industry received almost half of total domestic bank loans in 1970,
while contributingonly one-fifth to gross domestic product(GDP) (Cho, 1997).
In short,the state played a key role in the developmentprocess of South Korea.
The state was strong and had a high degree of autonomy from the domestic
classes in deciding what specific forms of capital accumulation to promote.
Throughthe land reform a relatively egalitarianfarming system was created but
at the same time the state greatly increased its control over the countryside.
About half of the total farmland was transferredto the beneficiaries and twothirds of all farm households received land under the land reform. Practicallyno
landless peasants or agriculturalproletariatexists and socioeconomic differentiation is limited. However, the state subordinatedthe rural sector to the overriding goal of industrialisation.Thus rural-urbandisparitieswidened as the fruits
of the country's spectacular economic growth were only shared to a limited
extent with the peasantry (Koo, 1984). It is thus not surprising to find that
the peasantry voted with their feet by emigrating en masse to the urban
sector, providingthe necessary cheap labourfor rapidlygrowing labour-intensive
industries.It could be arguedthat South Korea's phenomenal economic success
was achieved on the back of the peasantry.
Agrarian reformand developmentin Taiwan
The agrarianreform in Taiwan was implemented against the background of a
popular uprising in 1946 and the need for the Kuomintanggovernment to gain
popular supportin the countryside, as well as impose its authorityon the local
Taiwanese elite. The nationalistforces of the Kuomintang,who had to flee from
mainlandChina after their defeat by the communist forces led by Mao, formed
the Taiwanese government. They were of a different ethnic background from
the local Taiwanese and were thus keen to gain legitimacy among the local
population.The land reform consisted of three stages. First, from 1949 onwards
farm rents were reduced from the common rate of 50% of the harvest to 37.5%.
This measurebenefited about40% of all farmhouseholds. In the second stage the
governmentsold all the land which had been in the hands of Japanesenationals,
benefiting roughly 20% of tenant farmers and covering about a fifth of the
country'sfarmland.In the thirdand final stage the Land-to-the-TillerAct of 1953
was ordained, by which landlords were obliged to sell all tenanted land above
three hectaresof paddy field (or equivalent)to the government,which then resold
it to tenants. Landlordsreceived a fair price and the payments by tenants for the
land did not exceed the 37.5% they previously paid as rent. By 1956 the number
of tenant farmersconstitutedonly about 16% of all farm families, while ownerfarmershad increasedto almost 60% of the total, the remainderbeing largely part
owner-farners, having their own land as well as a tenancy (Huizer, 1980: 53).
The government achieved two goals simultaneouslyby, on the one hand, trans1081
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forming most tenantsinto owners and, on the other hand, transforminglandlords
into new entrepreneursas they were compensatedwith shares in publicly owned
industrial enterprises or with government bonds which they could invest in
business and othernew ventures.
Among the factors which contributedto Taiwan's successful agrarianreform
are the wide diffusion of improvedfarmingmethods, thanks to a well organized
system of agriculturalextension, majorinvestmentsin irrigationand drainage,an
effective credit system which helped to finance the use of modem inputs, and an
expanding market for agriculturalproduce. Sometimes the state-driveninnovation package was too aggressive, as force was used to compel peasants to adopt
the new technologies by using some of the police as extension workers.
Innovation in agriculturewas characterisedby increased use of fertilisers and
agro-chemicals combined with greater use of new crop varieties. Furthermore,
the expansion of irrigation facilitated the spread of the green revolution technologies and allowed multiple cropping. What is remarkableis that the shift to
more intensive cultivation patternshad already startedin the mid-1920s when
Taiwanwas a Japanesecolony (Lee, 1971). The Japanesemade significantefforts
to develop agriculture in their colony by reforming the tenancy system and
promoting new techniques, new varieties of seeds and inputs, such as chemical
fertilisers, and throughthe formationof a variety of farmers' associations which
provided extension services to their members(Ho, 1971). These non-mechanical
innovations were well suited to Taiwan's small scale and labour-intensive
farming, where the average farm size duringthe last centuryvaried between one
and two hectares(Koo, 1970). As a consequenceof the widespreadapplicationof
these innovationsland and labourproductivityrose steadily.
In the postwar period the agricultural sector made a major contribution to
industrialisationand the country's development. There was a major transferof
agriculture's economic surplus to the rest of the economy. While before the
Second World War an importantinstrumentfor this transfer was the land tax,
after the war the less visible terms of trade mechanism accounted for over half
agriculture'scapital outflow and the remainderwas capturedby a variety of taxes
and levies. Farmers had to pay high prices for fertilisers and other chemical
inputs, while they received low prices for theirproduce.For example, they had to
deliver a certainquota of rice and sugar at low prices to the governmentprocurement agencies. Owners of paddy land were obliged to deliver to the state a quota
of rice and to pay a substantialland tax in rice. Furthermore,fertiliser was only
available to rice farmersin exchange for rice. These deliveries to the state were
valued at a rate below the marketrate. For example, in the period 1952-68 this
averaged70% of the marketprice (Moore, 1988: 10).
The extractionof various surplusesfrom agricultureundoubtedlymade a major
contributionto the initial stage of industrialdevelopment.The provision of cheap
rice kept industrialwages low, boosted industrialprofits and enhancedindustrial
exports.Taxes on agricultureprovidedthe state with domestic financialresources
thatcould be used for investmentin industry.The export of sugarand rice, which
were acquiredthroughthe monopolistic state procurementsystem of these agriculturalcommodities, on the one hand, allowed the terms of trade to be turned
against the farmersand, on the other hand, generatedvaluable foreign exchange
1082
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earnings which the state could channel towards the import of the necessary
machinery,equipment and raw materials for industry.The manipulationof the
terms of trade also ensured that agriculturallabour was willing to work for a
lower wage in the industrialsector than would have been the case otherwise, as
the returnsto agriculturallabourwere lower than they would have been without
agriculture'sunfavourableterms of trade.
Taiwan's industrialisationdiffers from South Korea's in that large industrial
conglomerates were less common and many industries were located in rural
areas. This had the advantagethat rural industries could pay even lower wages
than urbanindustries,as they could draw more easily on cheap labourwhich was
willing to work at a lower wage rate, since some of the subsistence expenses
were covered by the farm household where the worker continued to live. It also
made it easier to hire and fire workers as well as employ them on a temporary
basis, as they could always rely on the peasant household for their survival. This
is one of the reasons which made it more difficult to organise industrialworkers
and is also a factor which helps to explain the low level of industrialmilitancy
(Ranis, 1979).
Despite this squeeze farmerscontinuedto innovate as well as save their meagre
surpluses, thereby helping to finance Taiwan's industrialisation. According to
Ishikawa (1990) and Karshenas (1995) these top-down improvements in agricultural productivity made it possible for agriculture to generate a major
economic surpluswhich the governmenteffectively capturedand steered largely
toward the industrial sector. At a later stage, as farm household incomes
graduallyimproved and voluntarysavings increased, it was no longer necessary
for the state to use compulsory or hidden mechanisms to achieve the same
objective. The state made majorefforts to promote voluntaryruralsavings in the
countrysideby a variety of incentives and by establishing a series of savings and
banking institutions in rural areas, to the extent that by the 1960s rural households were saving one-fifth of their incomes (Ong et al, 1976).
While many authorshighlight Taiwan'ssuccess, only a few emphasise the less
pleasant aspect of this modernisationfrom above. Among these few is Apthorpe
(1979), who argues that the distributivistland reform was but a facade behind
which an authoritarianregime defended its own existence as well as ensuring a
massive transferof resources out of agriculture.The former tenants had to pay
new taxes to the state, pay higher prices for inputs and received lower prices for
their productsthan before the land reform. The state had taken the place of landlords in terms of power and surplusextraction.Moreover,the fact that landlords
had been expropriated removed the countryside's most influential force in
agricultural policy making. The land reform was also designed as much to
destroy the base of the emergentmiddle class, as it was to aid the tenants.It was
the middle class that had producedthe leaders of revolts against the Japaneseand
in 1947 against the Kuomintang.From a political point of view the land reform
achieved its objective by reducingtenancy conflicts and by transferringpower in
the countrysidefrom landlordsto statalor parastatalauthorities.While in the past
it was landlords who subjugatedthe peasantry,after the land reform it was the
state. This also facilitated control of the state over the Farmers Association
(Wade, 1984). Nevertheless, the FarmersAssociations played a majorrole in the
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success of the agrarian reform and the rapid development of agriculture
(Cameron& North, 1997). Peasant household farmersalso found it notoriously
difficult to organisepolitically.Thus farmerswere in a weak position to resist the
state's squeeze. Nevertheless, the massive squeeze of the peasantryshould be put
in perspective, as the intersectoralcapital flow from agricultureto industry,the
requisitioning of Japanese assets and the massive US aid were also important,
contributingalmost a thirdof total capitalformationin the 1950s.
But the industrialisation-inducedsqueeze only lasted for a few decades, as
there was a shift from an urbanto a ruralbias during the 1970s. Thanks to the
country's successful industrialisationthe labour surplus graduallyvanished and
real industrialwages began to rise (Kuznets, 1979). Agriculturallabourcosts also
increasedand agriculturewas unable to keep up its dynamism.This promptedthe
government to abolish the rice-fertiliser barter scheme in the early 1970s
(Thorbecke, 1979). Within a few years the official rice purchase price almost
doubled. Agriculturebecame increasinglyinefficient relative to world agriculture
and requiredincreasingprotectionagainst imports.It also became a net recipient
of subsidies from the state. The shift from industrialto agriculturalbias was also
made possible by the fact that industrywas now able to generateits own surplus
for financing capital accumulation. While peasant farming was an initial
advantageat higher levels of development,the limitationsof small-scale farming
were becoming increasingly apparent(Huang, 1993). There comes a stage in
agriculture'sdevelopment process where land has to be consolidated and farm
size has to increasein orderto take advantageof economies of scale.

Asiansuccessesand LatinAmericanfailings
The spectacularand unexpected success of the Asian miracle countrieshas left a
deep imprint on scholars and policy makers. In particular,it has irked Latin
Americans. After all, Latin America had achieved independence a century or
century-and-a-halfbefore countries like South Korea and Taiwan, although the
latter had a much briefer colonial experience compared with Latin America.
More significantly, by the time South Korea and Taiwan gained independence
after the Second World War, many Latin American countries had far higher
standard of living and level of industrialisation, urbanisation, education and
health. But in the space of a few decades the picturechangeddramatically.While
the LatinAmericanNICs had achieved relativelyhigh rates of economic growthin
the postwar period, this changed drastically with the debt crisis (see below).
By the 1980s South Korea and Taiwan had overtakeneven the more developed
countries of Latin America such as Argentina,Uruguayand Chile (Chan, 1987).
The success of the Asian countries, while pointing out the possibilities for
rapid and sustained growth, also revealed the limitations of the Latin American
developmentmodel (Ranis & Orrock,1985; Gereffi & Wyman, 1987; Lin, 1988)
and exacerbated the sense of frustration which was already felt by Latin
American scholars and policy makers well before the success of the Asian NICS
(Pinto, 1958; Fishlow, 1989).
The beginnings of the main divergence in economic performance between
Latin America and the East Asian NICS can be dated to the oil crisis of the mid1084
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1970s but the watershed was marked by the debt crisis of the 1980s (Weeks,
2000). The vast foreign exchange surplusesof the oil-exportingcountries, thanks
to the tripling of the oil price in 1973, meant that borrowingbecame cheap and
Latin American countries became heavily indebted. However, the fall in raw
material prices in the late 1970s and early 1980s, at the same time as interest
rates rose sharply,resulted in the debt crisis, as countries were unable to repay
their debts. This led to the so-called 'lost decade' of the 1980s, as the Latin
American economies failed to grow during this period. Africa was also much
affected by the debt crisis but the East Asian NICS, and particularlySouth Korea
and Taiwan, were able to ride the storm as they had judiciously relied on their
own savings and foreign exchange resources rather than engaging in Latin
America's 'dance of the millions'. Furthermore,Latin America had squandered
much of the millions (or rather billions) of dollars it had borrowed as a considerable sum went to finance the imports of consumer goods for the upper
income groups. In short, while the East Asian NICS continued to surge ahead in
the 1980s, the Latin AmericanNICs experienced an absolute as well as a relative
decline (Gereffi, 1990).
In this section I am seeking to account for the differentdevelopment trajectory
and performance of the selected Asian cases and Latin America, particularly
regarding the role of agriculture. I am less concerned with deriving policy
conclusions from the comparative analysis as this is fraught with pitfalls,
especially in view of the differenthistoricalcontext (Legler, 1999) and as there is
no single path to development (Akytiz, 1998). In many ways South Korea and
Taiwan are special cases and their success cannot easily be replicated (WooCumings, 1997; Jenkins, 1991a). But this does not mean that lessons cannot be
learned and that these might not have policy relevance (Evans, 1998; Taylor,
1997). My aim, however, is limited to accountingfor some key factors that might
enlighten our understandingof this spectacularturnaround.There are three main
issues that I considerparticularlyrelevantin explaining the differences and which
merit furtherreflection within a comparativeperspective. First, the nature and
policy-making capability of the state. Second, the agrarian land tenure, class
configuration and agrarian policy pursued. Third, the particular interactions
between the agriculturaland industrialsectors in the process of development as
well as the state's industrial strategy. I will analyse each of these three interrelatedthemes in what follows.
State capacity and policy
In South Korea and Taiwan the state played a far more pivotal role in transforming agriculture and developing the industrial sector compared with Latin
America. While in several Latin American countries a developmentalist state
emerged which promoted industrialisation, it had far less control over the
industrialbourgeoisie, the financial sector and the economy in general compared
with the South Korean and Taiwanese states. Furthermore,the state in South
Korea and Taiwan had a considerably strongergrip over the agriculturalsector
than did the Latin American state. This difference is explained by the much
greater degree of autonomy from society of the South Korean and Taiwanese
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State (Anglade & Fortin, 1990). As Japanhad ruledboth countriesfor over half a
century, the local indigenous population, except for the elite, had little if any
influence upon the authoritariancolonial state. After the Second World War,
when both countries achieved independenceafter the defeat of the Japaneseby
the Allied Forces, the new regime was also autocratic.Only in the past decade or
so has there been a transition towards democratic forms of governance. The
South Korean and Taiwanese states had substantial social, political and even
culturalcontrol over the populationand were also able to mobilise their energies
for hard work and productive purposes to an extent inconceivable in Latin
America. South Korea'sand Taiwan'sbureaucracywas also more disciplined and
more committedto the ideology, goals and activities of state than was the case in
LatinAmerica. These factors,which gave South Koreaand Taiwana greaterstate
capacity, facilitated the implementation of the governments' developmentalist
agenda.
This relative autonomyof the state was justified by the rulers as necessary for
preventing a communist takeover of the country, as well as for reasons of
nationaldevelopment.This was not challengedby the US government,which not
only accepted the authoritariangovernance but also provided major economic
and military aid to South Korea and Taiwan as part of the power politics of the
cold war era. This gave both countries a key geopolitical significance that the
rulers cleverly exploited internallyas well as in their external relations, such as
gaining special access to the markets of rich countries, to foreign aid, and to
political-military support. Another factor to consider in the success of South
Korea and Taiwan is the superior competence of their state bureaucracy
compared with that of many Latin American countries, which are hamperedby
patronage,clientelism and inertia(Evans, 1998).
Before the world crisis of the 1930s the Latin American state, with few
exceptions, was of an oligarchicalkind, controlledby the landedoligarchy which
ruled in coalition with merchantand mining interests.It was only after the 1930s
when governments shifted from a primary-product and export-orientated
economic policy to an inward-directed-industrialisationdevelopment strategy
that power shifted towards the industrialbourgeoisie. This tended to encourage
democratic forms of governance as, with the growth of the industrialworking
class and the middle sectors, the industrialbourgeoisie saw it in their interestto
gain the supportof these new social actors. But landlordsstill exercised a major
influence on the state and were able to block any attempts at reform in the
countryside.While the Latin Americanstate duringthe ISI period from the 1930s,
and in the Central American context from the 1950s onwards, was a developmentalist state promoting industrialisationseveral decades before South Korea
and Taiwan, thus giving it a head start over them, it was also a populist and
largely democraticstate, if not in all countries at least in a significantnumberof
them. This limited the room for manoeuvreof the Latin American governments
as they were under twin pressures from the dominant classes and the lower
classes who, althoughless powerful, formed the majorityof the electorate.When
in some circumstancesenlightened policy makers and technocratsrealised that
certainreformsin the countrysideand changes in industrialpolicy were required
to furtherthe development process they were generally thwartedin their efforts
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until a crisis forced changes in policy. Usually these changes came too late, as the
moment for reform had gone, and/or were too little, as the new policy failed
to bite because of the obstructionof those whose interests were jeopardised or
challenged.
It should be clear that I am not arguingthat the political system in South Korea
and Taiwan was superior to Latin America's. Far from it, as there is little to
commend in a system that fiercely repressed any attempt at autonomous
organisationand contestationby the industrialworking class and the peasantry.
All I am saying is that the Latin American state had to handle a more complex
and conflictual situation.The more repressive characterof the South Koreanand
Taiwanese state does not mean that the state had less legitimacy than in Latin
America. The regimes in South Koreaand Taiwanrealised thatto gain legitimacy
they had to sharethe fruits of growth more widely than hithertoand thus adopted
a more welfare-orientated and distributive policy through investments in
education, housing and health, as well as promoting small and medium-sized
enterprises.Almost at the birth of the new state the regime had gained important
legitimacy in the countrysidethroughthe land reform programme.An insightful
comparativeanalysis for the reasons of the superiorperformanceof South Korea
over Brazil during their authoritarianperiod is provided by Donnelly (1984).
During the ISI era the populist state in Latin America embarked on similar
welfare measures but at a more reduced scale. Furthermore,it was unable to
sustain these populist policies as growth faltered and many of the social welfare
gains were sacrificed with the painful implementationof structuraladjustment
programmes and the conversion to free market neoliberal policies during the
1980s and early 1990s.
A crucial factor explaining the different development performance of South
Korea and Taiwancomparedwith Latin America is what Chan (1988) refers to as
'statecraft' or the ability of the state to design and implement strategies and
policies conducive to development. Throughoutthis article I have emphasised
various dimensions of this statecraftand some will be furtherdiscussed below. I
have placed particular emphasis on the state's ability to transform the land
tenure system and agrariansocial relations as well as on its ability to encourage
entrepreneurshipand a positive interaction between agriculture and industry,
making it able to respond in a flexible mannerto changing internaland external
circumstances.Latin America's deficient statecraftas comparedto South Korea's
and Taiwan's is partly the result of its more polarised and entrenched class
structureand paradoxicallyits superiornaturalresourceendowment.
Since colonial times the naturalresource abundance had already created an
exploitative and rentier mentality, at first with the extraction of gold and silver
and later with agriculturalresources. Such a rentiermentality and behaviouralso
spreadlater to industryduringthe ISI period, when industrialistswere demanding
ever increasing protectionismand subsidies from the state. Because of their far
more limited naturalresourcebases South Korea and Taiwanhad to rely far more
on their humanresources and on their statecraftto create factor endowments and
comparativeadvantagesin world markets if they were to develop successfully.
Thus these East Asian countries succeeded in graduating from a rent-seeking
society during the 1950s ISI phase to an efficiency-seeking society during the
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export-orientated industrialisation phase thereafter (Ranis & Orrock, 1985).
While Latin America remainedlocked into a naturalresource 'vent for surplus',
these East Asian economies first went into a labour-based'vent for surplus' by
promoting labour-intensiveindustrialexports (Ranis, 1990) but soon shifted to
skill-intensive industrialexports (Gereffi, 1990) and more generally to a valueadded developmentstrategydrivenby technologicalprogress.In agricultureland
was cultivated more intensively, such as by double cropping, and there was a
shift to higher value added crops such as vegetables and fruits, while Latin
America continued to rely more on land-intensive traditional crops. As for
industrialdevelopmentmore will be said below.
South Korea and Taiwan had to rely on superiorstatecraftfor their development process if they were to overcome their natural resource constraint.
Paradoxically,in the Latin American case, this naturalresource abundancecan
be a disadvantage,as it creates wealth which is either appropriatedby foreigners
or strengthens the power of the dominant class that controls these natural
resources. It might also lead to the development of a sizeable state apparatus
financed from taxing the exploitation of the natural resources, as has been
discussed in the case of Chile, but limit its statecraftas the dominantclasses use
the resources of state for their own rentier interest rather than for the wider
developmentalinterests of the majorityof the population.The East Asian state
was able to restrict the unproductiveuse of capital, while in Latin America the
rentiermentalitythrivedon a staples exportbase and the state was unable to limit
the unproductivesources of wealth accumulation(Legler, 1999). Thus the key
developmental issue is not 'getting prices right' as argued by the neoliberal
policy makersbut getting 'statecraft'right (Dietz & James, 1990).
Landlords,peasants and agrarian reformpolicy
Although landlordsin South Korea and Taiwanwere more actively contributing
to agriculture'smodemisation than in Latin America, they practically vanished
after land reform, while they retained a significant presence in Latin America.
Agriculture'smodemisationin South Korea and Taiwanhad alreadystartedwith
Japan'scolonial policy, which, with the supportof landlords,forcefully promoted
new crops and modern technologies among the cultivators, thereby achieving
considerableincreases in yields. Landlordsused a significantproportionof their
rental incomes for investment purposes and for expanding production. Thus
fertilisers and chemical inputs were introduced on a wide scale almost half
a century earlier in South Korea and Taiwan than in Latin America. More
significantly, landlords in South Korea and Taiwan were not in a position to
obstruct the massive land reform process for reasons mentioned earlier. Meanwhile in Latin America landlordswere able to resist land reformsuntil the 1960s,
except in Mexico and Bolivia which had already experienced substantialland
reform by then. In some Latin American countries no significant land reforms
have been implementedeven now, the most glaring case being Brazil. Furthermore, in those countries where land reforms were implemented, the landlord
class succeeded in limiting their impact and in some cases even managed to
reverse the process, as in Guatemalain the 1950s and to some extent in Chile and
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Nicaraguain the 1970s and 1990s respectively.
While the power of landlords was decisively broken in South Korea and
Taiwan, this was not the case in Latin America, with the exception of Cuba.
Despite the demise of landlordismin South Korea and Taiwan, landlords were
successful, thanks to efforts by the state, in becoming capitalist entrepreneurs.
They ceased being landlords and used their compensation payments to make
investmentsin industry,finance and commerce. Landlordswere thus successfully
integratedinto the new development model, thereby blunting their resistance to
agrarianreform. Some Latin American governments,notably in Peru and Chile,
also tried to limit landlordresistanceto agrarianreformby trying to convert them
into industrial or other types of entrepreneurs by using the compensation
payments for their expropriatedland to invest in new ventures. However, compensation funds were limited, lost much of their value through inflation and
landlordswere profoundlydistrustfulof the governmentwhich had expropriated
their estates. They thus remained hostile to the government and tried to undermine it instead of joining it in a nationaldevelopmenteffort. Landlordscontinued
to fiercely resist any agrarianreform, to obstructits implementationand even to
seek its reversal. Such a situationof hostility and conflict in the Latin American
countrysidewas not conducive to investmentand modernisation.
Conflicts between landlordsand peasants were more acute in Latin America.
The history of the establishmentand expansion of the large landed estate in Latin
America was based on the usurpationof indigenous lands by force and later by
economic means, often of a fraudulentkind and where political intimidationwas
sometimes also present. There is also a much sharper ethnic divide in Latin
America. Landlords were invariably the direct descendants of the Spanish
and Portuguese conquerors or of foreign, largely European, immigrants. The
peasantrywas mainly indigenous. Thus the land conflict often acquiredan ethnic
dimension, giving a special edge to the class conflict between landlords and
peasants in the countryside.While Korea and Taiwan had experienced Japanese
colonialism, this was more short-lived, half a century compared to Latin
America's three centuries of colonialism, and most Japanese landlords returned
to Japanafter the war. Thus ruralsociety in Korea and Taiwan was more homogeneous ethnically and culturally,which greatly facilitatedthe implementationof
land reform and the drive to modernisation.In comparison with Latin America
the state in South Korea and Taiwan was also far more effective at organising
and mobilising the peasantry for productive purposes, as well as controlling it
politically, which facilitated the widespreadadoption of innovations and limited
disruptions (Aqua, 1974; Starvis, 1974; Ravenholt, 1981). This does not mean
that land agitation, strikes and revolts have been absent in South Korea and
Taiwan but it does indicate that the East Asian governmentswere far more able
to deal with the conflicts and demands of the peasantryin a productive manner
than was the case in Latin America (Huizer, 1980; Moore, 1985).
While agrarianreforms in Latin America achieved some successes, on the
whole the record is poor and much of the business of agrarianreform has been
left unfinished. Meanwhile South Korea's and Taiwan's land reform can be
hailed as a success. It resulted in proportionallymore land being expropriated
and benefiting more peasants as compared with Latin America. Its impact on
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growth, employment, income distribution, social integration and political
stability was also far more positive than in the Latin American case. One key
reason for the success is South Korea's and Taiwan'sgreaterstate autonomyand
capacity.Anotherreason can be found in the differentagrarianstructurebetween
the two regions before land reform, which greatly influenced the postland reform structureand performance.There are, of course, exceptions to this
generalisation.In this sense it is instructiveto examine the case of El Salvador,
which is unique within the Latin American region in that its pre-reformdistribution of landholdings was relatively similar to Taiwan's but, because of the
other factors mentioned above, the outcome of the land reform in Taiwan was
still far more successful thanin El Salvador(Pelupessy 1999).
South Korea's and Taiwan's (as also Japan's) agrarian structure has been
characterisedas unimodal,while LatinAmerica'sis bimodal,based on a dualistic
size structureof farmunits. According to Johnstonand Kilby (1975), a unimodal
pattern of agricultural development is far more advantageous for a country's
developmentthan a bimodalpattern.Even before the land reformpeasantsowned
a greaterproportionof the country'sagriculturalland in South Korea and Taiwan
compared with Latin America and, after land reform, they became owners of
almost all of it as tenants became landowners. In South Korea and Taiwan
farming was also in the hands of the peasant households as landlordswere not
directly involved in cultivation. Tenantswere highly integratedinto the market
thanksto the high level of commercialisation,especially afterthe transitionin the
1920s from extensive to intensive farming. After land reform tenants gained
ownership but the operationalsize of holdings changed little. Thus the distribution of lands by tenure status was transformed but not the distribution of
operational holdings. In South Korea and Taiwan peasants were in control of
productionand had long experience as agriculturalists,contraryto Latin America
where the process of 'depeasantisation'was well advanced. By the time of the
agrarianreformin Latin America tenancy was limited as landlords,throughtheir
administrative staff, directly managed most of their estates' land, employing
wage labour.The permanentwage labourersreceived a money wage as well as
access to housing and a small land allotment on the estate as part of their
remuneration.But the land benefits were increasingly curtailedand the employment of seasonal wage labour, which did not receive any productive fringe
benefits, became more common. Thus large-scale farming dominated in Latin
America and the rurallabourforce had a far higher proletariancharacterthan in
South Korea and Taiwan. It is striking to note that, despite South Korea's and
Taiwan's extreme high population density, landlessness was practically nonexistent.
While small-scale and peasant farming dominated before and after agrarian
reform in South Korea and Taiwan,large-scale and landlordfarming dominated
in Latin America. After agrarian reform landlord farming began to lose its
dominance in Latin America because of expropriation and as some landlords
convertedto capitalistfarming.But large-scalefarmingprevailedas the new land
reform enterpriseswere transformedinto co-operatives or state farms. It is only
since the break-upof the reformedsector with the parcellisationprocess, as part
of either counter-reformsor the shift to neoliberal policies, that peasant house1090
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hold farming has become more widespread. Nevertheless, capitalist farming,
though generally smaller in size than previous estate farming, dominates Latin
Americanagriculturein terms of land, capital, marketsand technology. Thus, the
old latifundist-dominateddualismhas become a new capitalistdualism as peasant
farming, despite some gains resulting from land reform and parcellisation,
continues to be marginalised and is losing ground to capitalist farming in the
increasingly competitive and globalised world of agriculture. Today's Latin
American dualist agrarianstructureis more complex and heterogeneous than in
the pre-landreformperiod but peasantfarmingis undergreaterstress than in the
past. Most of Latin America's shrinkingruralpopulationis today of a proletarian
or semi-proletariannature(Kay, 2000).
In short, the unimodal type of agrarian structure and the highly egalitarian
agrariansystem after land reform in South Korea and Taiwan greatly facilitated
the diffusion of the benefits of land reform and agriculturalmodernisation to
most of the farming community (Griffin, 2001). Thus their rural economy and
society are far more inclusive and egalitarianthanLatin America's and their rural
developmentis broad-based,while Latin America's continues to be exclusionary.
While South Korea and Taiwanhave largely resolved their agrarianproblem this
great task is still awaitingLatinAmerica.
Developmentstrategy and agriculture-industryrelations
As discussed earlier, most development specialists recognise that in the initial
stages of industrialisationit is necessary to secure the transferof an agricultural
surplusto industryto supportthe process of industrialcapital accumulation.As I
will argue below, achieving a successful process of industrialisation and
economic development is not just a matter of transferringresources from agriculture to industry: a judicious development strategy entails the pursuit of
appropriate policies which generate a dynamic interaction between the two
sectors (Ishikawa, 1988; Tomich et al, 1995). According to a major study of 18
countriesin Africa, Asia and LatinAmerica, the total income transferout of agriculture averaged 46% of agricultural gross domestic product per year over a
period of two and half decades between 1960 and 1985 (Schiff & Valdes, 1992).
While most authors had previously focused mainly on the more visible direct
transfers, Schiff and Valdes (1998) found that indirect transfers were far more
importantin accountingfor the transferof resourcesout of agriculture.The direct
transfers arise from agricultural sectoral policies such as agricultural price
controls, export taxes or quotas and import subsidies or taxes. They directly
affect the price level of agriculturalcommodities relative to the price level of
non-agriculturalcommodities, ie the domestic terms of trade. Meanwhile the
indirect transfersare less visible as they arise from outside agriculture,such as
macroeconomic policies and industrial protectionism. These indirect policies
have resulted in a real exchange rate overvaluation, thereby depressing agriculture'sterms of trade.
In the view of Valdes and Schiff (1998) this direct and indirect bias against
agricultureconstitutes 'the plunderingof agriculture'.While this may well be the
case, the authors do not sufficiently consider the inflow of resources into agri1091
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culture and fail to discuss the impact that this transferof an agriculturalsurplus
has on industrialgrowth and thus on a country'soverall economic development.
It is this dynamic interactionwhich I will explore in this section. Furthermore,
neoliberal authors like Krueger et al (1991) fail to remind readers of the
landlords'plunderingduringthe pre-IsIand agricultural-export-orientated
period
or of the generous subsidies they received even duringthe subsequentisi period.
For example, in Argentinaduringthe 1920s the tax on land only contributed1%
of total state revenue and export taxes were also insignificant. However, after
Peron took power in 1946 he imposed severe controls on food prices, as well as
levying higher agriculturalexport taxes, thereby channelling major resources
from agriculturein supportof a majorISI drive. His measureswere far too drastic
and had a very negative impact on agriculturalproduction, which took almost
two decades to recover (Flichman, 1990). In Brazil the state relied heavily on
taxation of agriculturalexports, such as coffee, which helped to finance Sao
Paulo's industrial infrastructure.But agriculture'sincome tax only contributed
around 1% of the state's total revenue from income tax, while it received about
10% of the total income tax revenue in subsidies for credit and the purchaseof
fertilisersand agriculturalmachineryduringthe 1970s and early 1980s (Brandao
& Carvalho,1991).
While for Valdes and Schiff 'plunderingof agriculture'has a negative effect on
economic growth, for Teranishi (1997) the key factor in accounting for a
country's superior economic performancehas more to do with the net flow of
resources into agriculture,especially in support of rural infrastructuresuch as
transportand irrigation, as well as extension services. According to Teranishi
(1997) the data arisingfrom the WorldBank study,which Schiff and Valdeshave
used extensively do not show any significant difference in the degree of transfer
of resources from agricultureacross the regions. However, he finds that there are
major cross-regionaldifferences in infrastructuralinvestment in agriculture,and
that those countries which undertake larger investments of this kind have a
superioreconomic performance.
In my view, all these analyses are limited as they fail to consider other significant factors such as the land tenuresystem, class relationsand the dynamic interaction between these various factors. In what follows I will analyse some
elements of the interactionbetween agricultureand industrywhich in my assessment have an importantbearingon the superioreconomic performanceof South
Koreaand Taiwancomparedwith thatof LatinAmerica.
In the process of surplus creation, extraction and transferfrom agricultureto
industrythe state played a pivotal role in South Koreaand Taiwan.It both created
the conditions for productivitygrowth in agricultureand secured the transferof
much of this growth to the industrialsector via such mechanismsas taxationand
manipulationof the terms of tradein favour of industry.The state, as by now is
well known, played an even more importantrole in the process of industrialisation itself. The state had an absolute grip over the agricultural sector,
especially as the landlord class had lost its land and political power. Although
peasant farming was extended even further after land reform, the state had
control over the peasantrythrougha variety of economic, political and institutional mechanisms. The state changed class relations and established the
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economic and political conditions favourableto rapid industrialisation.As landlords no longer had political power, the South Korean and Taiwanese governments could afford to ignore the demands of agriculturalists.Urban labour did
not fare much better under conditions of political repression which effectively
limited any form of industrialprotest, although their economic conditions were
betterthan those of the peasantry.
Meanwhile in Latin America, even in the period of ISIwhen governmentswere
most favourably inclined towards industrialisation, the state had to make
economic concessions to landlords,providing them with generous subsidies and
other economic benefits. Thus the Latin American state was unable proportionally to extractsuch a high surplusfrom agricultureas in South Korea and Taiwan.
Furthermore,the populist regimes in Latin America, while mainly favouring the
industrialist,were unable to dictate industrialpolicy to them as in South Korea
and Taiwan.They thus gave in to their demandsfor increasingprotectionismand
economic benefits. Furthermore, they could not ignore the demands of the
expanding industrialworking class, which gained certainrights as well as access
to some of the benefits of the welfare state (Kaufman, 1990). The growing
inefficiency of the industrial sector and its declining dynamism meant that the
situationbecame increasingly untenablefor the Latin American state. The crisis
of isi and the populist state paved the way for neoliberaleconomic policy in Latin
America but by then Latin America had alreadyfallen economically well behind
the Asian miracle countries. So far, however, barring notable exceptions like
Chile, neoliberalismhas also failed to deliver in Latin America, as the gap with
South Koreaand Taiwancontinuesto widen (Gwynne & Kay, 1999).
While in South Korea and Taiwanthe land reform allowed the state to extract
an even higher economic surplusthan before, the opposite was the case for Latin
America, where land reform became an economic burden. On the one hand, as
peasants became better organised in the wake of the land reform, they placed
greatereconomic demands by requestingto be included in the provisions of the
welfare state, betteraccess to schooling, public health, housing, and so on. On the
other hand, the reformed sector failed to deliver the expected economic gains
because of mismanagement,lack of labourdiscipline, divisions among members,
and other problems associated with producer co-operatives and state farms.
Despite the collectivist characterof many Latin American land reforms, the state
was unable to control events in the countryside.Meanwhile in South Korea and
Taiwanthe spreadof peasantfarmingresultingfrom the land reform strengthened
state control over agriculture.The Latin American state's close involvement in
the management and economic affairs of the reformed sector weakened it in
the end, while South Korea's and Taiwan's state involvement via the market
mechanismand economic policy yielded far betterresults.
By controlling price and trade policy and by taxation, among other measures,
governments are able to extract a large surplus from agriculture and use it to
finance industrialisation. In many countries agriculture has been an essential
source of accumulationfor industry.In some countriesthe state played a key role
while in others less so as the transfers were mediated by the market or were
voluntary, as when, for example, landlords decide to invest the surplus they
extracted from the peasantry and rural workers in industry, in some instances
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becoming industrialiststhemselves. It is acknowledgedby most scholars that in
the first stages of industrialisationagriculturehas made an importantcontribution
in those countrieswhich have successfully developed. The situationmight differ
in countries which have vast mineralwealth, receive major economic aid over a
sustainedperiod of time or which are service-typeeconomies relying on tourism
and off-shore finance to generate their sources of industrialisation and/or
economic growth. But such cases tend to be rare or are more common in small
(often island) economies where agriculturedoes not offer much of a future.
What is remarkableabout the South Korean and Taiwanese cases is that the
state managednot only to squeeze agriculturebut that it did so while at the same
time ensuring agriculture'ssustained growth and thus the productionof a large
economic surplus. This allowed industry's spectacularexpansion, which in its
initial stages was financed through the peasant squeeze. Relations between
agricultureand industry are usually viewed as conflictual and in opposition to
each other.A common view is that gain in one sector is achieved at the expense
of the other.Nevertheless,thereare win-win situationsas the experience of South
Korea and Taiwantestifies. This was generally not the case in Latin America, as
the squeeze was often less effective and often self-defeating. During the isi
period landlords were able to limit the transferof surplus out of agricultureat
least as far as their interestswere concerned,while ensuringthat the squeeze was
borne by the peasantryand ruralworkerswho because of their poverty could not
be squeezed that much. A squeeze, which also affected capitalist farmers, was
often counter-productiveas this loss of incentive resultedin a fall in agricultural
output.Thus too high a squeeze might deny agriculturethe resources to create a
surplus-in the end thereis nothingleft to squeeze.
South Korean and Taiwanese policy makers were aware that to resolve the
dilemma and achieve a win-win situation it is necessary to ensure sustained
increases in efficiency in agriculture as well as in industry. They thus had a
dynamic view of the interactionbetween agricultureand industry,in which the
institutionalset-up and technologicalinnovationwere central.Governmentsthus
ensured that the conditions were conducive to the adoptionof new technologies
and stimulatedshifts in productionpatternsto higher value crops over the whole
of the farming community (Oshima, 1987). As for industrialisationthey tried to
ensurevia a judicious industrialpolicy thatthe resourcesit transferredto industry
were invested in industries which had great potential for growth and for
succeeding in export markets.In contrastto Latin America, where protectionism
was similar across the board, in South Korea and Taiwan it was highly discriminatory.The latter's governmentsalso encouragedthe creation of industries
that would allow improvementsin agriculture,such as the chemical fertiliserand
farm machinery and equipment industries. Furthermore,agriculture-supporting
industriesreceived an even higher allocationof foreign aid funds thanother types
of industries(Cheng, 1990). Much of industrialisationin Taiwan was also rural
based, and thereforemore attunedto the needs of the agriculturalsector.Once a
successful industryis establishedthe need for extractinga surplusfrom agriculture
diminishes and the flow of resources might even revert, as has been the case in
postwarJapanand in recent decades South Korea and Taiwan,with comparative
advantagesshiftingfrom agricultureto industry(Bautista& Valdes, 1993).
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Latin American policy makers generally failed to create such a win-win
situation. I have already referred to the difficulties and constraints they faced
when attemptingto reformthe land tenure system and moderniseagriculture.But
they also failed to discipline or control industrial capitalists and instead of
ensuring their increased competitiveness they had to yield to their pressure for
increased protectionism. The structuralistschool of development thinkers who
had advocated ISI clearly did not favour the deepening of protectionismand the
drift towards an increasingly inefficient and wasteful industrial structure.
Furthermore,Prebisch, a key structuralistfigure, was alreadyone of the first and
foremost champions of industrial exports for Latin America (and other
developing countries) by the late 1950s (Kay, 1989: 25-27). But governments
which tried to promote industrial exports faced internal difficulties, as protectionism was an easier option for industrialistswho were uncompetitivein the
world market and who encountered the protectionism of the rich industrial
countries in those branches of industry in which they were competitive internationally, such as the Brazilian shoe industry.While South Korea and Taiwan
had managed to raise the share of manufacturingexports within total exports
roughly to a staggering75% in 1970, the figures for Brazil and Chile were only
10% and 4%, respectively (Ranis & Orrock, 1985). By failing to break through
into the industrialexport marketLatin America's economic growth continued to
be hamperedby the foreign exchange constraintwhich limited the possibilities of
importingcapital goods and thus raising the country's investment rate (Jenkins,
1991b).The key obstacle to Latin America's industrialisationwas less the lack of
capital than the lack of foreign exchange. Thus the neglect of agriculturalexports
together with the failure to shift at an earlier stage to an export-orientated
industry (EOI) strategy are some of the key reasons why Latin America fell
behind the East Asian NICS.
The fact that policy makers in South Korea and Taiwan decided early on to
become competitive in international markets had the great advantage that it
created an industrialstructurethat took advantageof their cheap labour supply.
This was a major factor in their comparativeadvantagerelative to the industrial
countries,where labourwas expensive and at the time in short supply.The transformationsin South Korea's and Taiwan'sagricultureensuredthat surpluslabour
was released to the industrial sector, thereby keeping wages low, while at the
same time ensuringthat agriculturalproductioncontinuedto grow so as to ensure
an adequatesupply of food to the industrialworkers.This supply meant that food
continued to be cheap and thus an upward pressure on industrial wages was
avoided. This in turn allowed industrialist to reap high profits, remain competitive and use these profits to finance industrialinvestment and thus sustain a
high rate of industrialgrowth. Furthermore,the high rate of labour absorptionof
South Korea's and Taiwan's industrialsectors meant that at a certain point the
labour surplus was being reduced or even eliminated and thus wages began to
rise. Thus, after some time, growth did trickle down, furtherimproving equity
(Kuznets, 1988).
The foundations of a more equitable income distribution were laid by the
agrarianreform. Income inequality in Taiwan, and to a lesser extent in South
Korea, are probablyamong the world's lowest and this has not only had positive
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effects on social and political stability but provided a solid foundationfor their
industrialisation(Kuznets, 1988). This relatively equitable income distribution
widened the size of the domestic market for industrial commodities, which is
particularlyimportantin the initial stages of an industrialisationprocess. In Latin
America the limited extent of its agrarianreform, coupled with the fact that it
was implemented several decades after industrialisationhad started,denied the
region this potential widening of the internalmarketand also created a distorted
and inefficient industrialstructurewhich was limited to satisfying the particular
demandprofile of the higher-incomegroups.
In Latin America a large proportion of the surplus rural population which
migratedto the urbancentres was unable to find industrialemployment as Latin
America's industrial structurewas inappropriateto the existing factor endowments of the region. It produced commodities largely catering for the highincome groups, which requiredcapital-intensiveand foreign-exchangeintensive
technologies, whereas South Korea's and Taiwan's industrial structures were
geared to the productionof mass consumergoods, where greaterpossibilities for
using labour-intensive types of technology exist. Thus Latin America's urban
surplus population continued to expand preventingany significant trickle-down
effect from economic growth and perpetuating, if not exacerbating, income
inequalities.
Similarly, increases in agriculturalproductivity in South Korea and Taiwan
were achieved with only limited capital requirements, such as greater use of
fertilisers and improved seeds. Changes in agricultural productivity in Latin
America were more demanding on scarce capital resources and often also
required more foreign exchange. This is because it was mainly the large-scale
commercial farm sectors which invested in technological innovations, which
were of a mechanical kind requiring the importation of tractors, combineharvestersand other machinery.Thus Latin America'sbimodal agrarianstructure
and the state's bias towards large-scale farming determineda partially inappropriate pattern of technological change in agriculture and one which was not
widely diffused among farmer, as it was confined to capitalist farmers. This
retardedthe spread of innovations in Latin American agriculture.Governments
also tended to allocate much of their (ratherlimited) ruralexpendituresdirectlyto
landlords.By contrast,in South Korea and Taiwan the state disbursed its rural
expenditurein a far more egalitarianmannerwhich was far more conducive to
the widespreadadoptionof new technologies and to distributionof the benefits of
this expenditure,as it was used to finance ruralinfrastructure,such as irrigation
and roads, to which many more people have access (Aoki et al, 1997).
Latin America fell behind the East Asian NICS not only because it neglected
agriculturebut also because it failed to shift in time from an ISIto an EOI development strategy.After the exhaustion of the easy or primaryphase of isi based on
the consumer-goodsindustryduring the 1960s, some Latin American countries
managed to raise their savings rate because of the higher capital accumulation
requirementsfor financing the investment in the intermediate-goodsand above
all in the capital-goods industrial sector (Anglade & Fortin, 1990). A similar
process happened in South Korea and Taiwan, with the difference that both
countries were able to continue with, as well as deepen, this shift to a more
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capital-intensive, labour-skill-intensive, foreign-exchange-intensive and largescale industrialisationprocess, while Latin America was unable to do so (Gore,
1996). Instead of using the abundanceof petro-dollarsavailable since 1973 in
internationalfinancial markets for shifting decisively to an EOI strategy (only
Brazil and Mexico made some half-heartedattempts),Latin America engaged in
a consumptionbinge, and capital flight, and became furtherentrenchedin the ISI
model. The chickens came home to roost with the 1980s debt crisis, which has
appropriatelybeen named the 'lost decade' for development. Meanwhile the
East Asian countries were not only able to continue to mobilise domestic
savings, although South Korea also began to borrow more capital from abroad,
but they were also able to overcome the twin problems which had blocked
Latin America's industrialisation, ie the foreign exchange and market
constraints.
By already having moved during the consumer-goods industrial stage into
exports the East Asian countries were able to earn the additional foreign
exchange necessary to finance the import of intermediate and capital goods
required for the next stage in the industrialisation process. They also gained
valuable experience in internationalmarkets and, by being exposed to a greater
extent than the Latin American economies to world competition, had a powerful
incentive to become more efficient and hence competitive (Balassa, 1989). By
having shifted also to an EOI strategy they were able to access a much wider
market, and were able to reap the benefits of economies of scale which are
particularlyimportantin the manufacturingof productssuch as cars, ships, steel,
chemicals and electronics, most of which South Korea and Taiwan started to
produce.The comprehensiveand inclusionaryeducationalsystem of South Korea
and Taiwanalso ensuredthe necessary supply of skilled labourrequiredfor some
of these industries, whose wages were still relatively low compared with the
developed countriesas well as with Latin America (Teranishi,1997).
In my view, even before the 1980s debt crisis, which had such a savage impact
on the Latin American economies, Latin America had fallen behind the East
Asian NIcs. It should not be forgottenthat Latin America startedto industrialise
over half a century before the latter.Latin America's biggest failure was not to
have shifted as quickly and swiftly as South Korea and Taiwan from primaryISI
to secondary ISI, to primaryEOI and secondary EOI (Gereffi, 1990). Most Latin
American countries have still not reached the secondary EOI stage that includes
higher value added and skill-intensive industries. Latin America should have
shifted to an EOI strategyalreadyin the 1950s even before the East Asian NIcs. It
missed an historic opportunityto do so which South Korea and Taiwanexploited
to the full, though whetherby chance or design is still debatable(Cheng, 1990).
However, events unfolded as they did in Latin America and perhapsthe historic
option was not availableto it because of the various structuralconstraints,among
them the unresolvedagrarianquestion,thatI have discussed in this article.
Conclusions
As discussed, the particular agrarian and industrial structure, the nature of
technological change, the pattern of structural change, and the intersectoral
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resource flows are major determinants of a country's rate of growth. Latin
America failed to live up to its potential as within a few decades it lost its
historical advantageover the East Asian NIcs,having startedits industrialisation
almost half a century earlier. Thanks to the different policy choices taken by
South Korea and Taiwan they were able to leap forward and overtake Latin
America economically. Agriculture can and must make a contribution to
industrialdevelopment, especially in the initial phase. Industrialisation,in turn,
can stimulate agricultureby providing key productivity-enhancinginputs for it,
as well as a marketfor its output.But agricultureshould not be squeezed to such
an extent that farmersno longer have the resources or the incentives to invest,
raise yields and expand production.The advantageof peasantfarming, as shown
in South Korea and Taiwan, is that it has a great capacity for self-exploitation.
Peasant farmers require few economic incentives for expanding production,
while landlords, especially in Latin America, require major and very costly
incentives for achieving similar results. Despite the heavy net outflow of
resources from agriculturein Taiwan and South Korea, governmentpolicy left
sufficient economic incentives for peasant farmers significantly to raise agriculturalproductivityand output.At the same time it is importantfor the achievement of sustained growth that the resources transferred from agriculture to
industry are effectively used in developing an appropriateindustrial structure.
Industrialproductivityneeds to be increased so as to be able to finance capital
accumulation and the eventually rising wages as the labour surplus provided
by agriculture becomes exhausted. Therefore, the critical factor for securing
continuous growth is the achievement of greater productivity in resource use
throughoutthe economy ratherthan the transferof resources from one sector to
another.This does not mean that such transfersmight not be importantat certain
stages of the developmentprocess or that they should always go in one direction.
What is vital is that whatever transfers are made in whatever direction, they
should maximise productivitygrowththroughoutthe economy.
Which are the key factors that explain the difference in performancebetween
the Asian NICS and Latin America? In this article I have focused on three key
factors, although others may be identified as well. First, South Korea's and
Taiwan's superior state capacity and policy performance. Second, Latin
America's failure to create an agrarianstructuremore conducive to growth with
equity.Third,South Korea'sand Taiwan'sgreaterability to design an appropriate
industrialpolicy as well as to bring about a more positive interactionbetween
agriculture and industry. While Latin America got off to an early start with
industrialisationit was unable quickly enough to overcome the limitationsof ISI
and shift to a more export-orientatedand competitive industrialstructure.While
geopolitical factors were more favourable to South Korea and Taiwan, natural
resource endowments were more favourable to Latin America. All the three
factors which I have identified are closely interconnected. South Korea's and
Taiwan's good fortune was that they managed to develop the positive linkages
between them while in Latin America these factors were often in conflict. While
the Asian NICS succeeded in creating a virtuous and mutually reinforcing
upwardly moving spiral between these factors, the Latin American countries
failed to do so. Discussion of the developmentsuccesses and failuresof countries
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is far from closed; hopefully comparativestudies will continue to enrich development theory and policy.
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